Background: Optical retarders are key elements for the control of the state of polarization of light, and their wavelength dependance is of great importance in a number of applications. Methods: We apply a well-known technique for determinig the spectral retardance by measuring the transmission spectra between crossed or parallel polarizers. But we we develop an optical system to perform this measurement in a wide spectral range covering the visible (VIS) and near infrared (NIR) spectrum in the range from 400 to 1600 nm. Results: As a result we can measure the spectral retardance of different retarders and easily identify the kind of reterder (multiple order, zero-order, achromatic). We show results with tunable liquid-crystal retarders as well, where the technique is applied to determine the spectral retardance as a function of the applied voltage. Finally, the accuracy of the technique is verified by the generation of a birefringent spectral filter. Conclusions: A technique to measure the spectral retardance of a linear retarder in a wide spectral range is applied to identify different types of retarders, and provide an accurate description of the spectral polarization conversion properties of these elements.
Background
Optical linear retarders are very useful components for any optical application requiring control of the state of polarization [1] . High quality retarders are usually fabricated with anisotropic optical materials such as quartz or calcite. Lower cost retarders are fabricated with birefringent polymers, having additionally the advantage of being produced with much larger areas. Tunable retarders can be fabricated with liquid crystal (LC) materials, where the application of a relative low voltage yields a large variation of the effective retardance, due to the tilt of the liquid-crystal director. Liquid crystal retarders (LCR) can be manufactured in the form of a single retarder element, or in the form of one or twodimensional arrays, as in the liquid-crystal on silicon (LCOS) displays [2] . Other tunable retarders are fabricated with electro-optic materials, such as lithium niobate (LiNbO3). They require higher voltages and have much smaller areas than LC retarders, but can be switched at much faster rates [3] . Therefore, these tunable retarders are becoming very useful in all kind of applications that require programmable control of the intensity, the phase, or the state of polarization of an input light beam, thus becoming key components in advanced optical instruments for optical microscopy, interferometry, polarimetry or optical communications.
Usually, linear retarders are designed introducing a specific retardance (typically a half-wave or a quarterwave) for a given operating wavelength. However, characterization of their spectral retardance properties can be very valuable for several reasons: 1) the retarder can be used at wavelengths different to the original design; 2) the retarder can be applied to build spectral birefringent filters, which are based on the wavelength variation of the retardance [4] , 3) it allows the simple identification of the ordinary and extraordinary neutral axes of the retarder [5] , and 4) the retardance modulation of tunable LC retarders can be characterized [6, 7] .
In addition, the spectral retardance function can provide very useful information about the fabrication characteristics of the retarder, allowing a simple identification of multiple-order, low-order or zero-order retarders, as well as achromatic retarders.
Several works have demonstrated different techniques for the spectral retardance characterization. A usual technique consists in inserting the retarder in between two linear polarizers, which are oriented at ±45°with respect to the retarder neutral axes. The system is illuminated with a light source with broadband spectrum, and the transmission is analyzed with a spectrometer [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The transmitted spectrum typically shows an oscillatory dependence with wavelength from which the spectral retardance function can be retrieved. Similar spectral methods sequentially rotate the polarizers to achieve more data [11, 12] . In addition, this kind of spectral measurements provide a simple test to identify whether the retarder presents multiple-reflection Fabry-Perot interferences [13] .
Most of the works mentioned above use visible (VIS) light. However, there is an increasing interest in extending the spectral range in the near infra-red (NIR) range, for applications such as optical fiber communications, with its transparency window centered at 1550 nm [14] , or biomedical imaging, where the therapeutical windows in the ranges of 650-950 nm (first window) or 1100-1350 nm (second window) are conventionally used for tissue imaging, and deeper IR windows seem to have potential great interest [15] .
Here we apply the above mentioned technique of measuring the transmittance spectra between crossed or parallel polarizers to determine the spectral retardance function [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , but we use an optical calibration system developed for extending the measurement range to wavelengths from 450 nm to 1600 nm. The system incorporates a thermal broadband light source or a super-continuum laser, two broadband beam-splitter polarizers, and two spectrometers that operate in the VIS and in the NIR band regions respectively. As a result, we can determine the spectral retardance function of different retarders in a very wide spectral range by fitting the measured and the simulated transmission curves. In some cases, a Cauchy-like dispersion relation can be applied, which has been proved to give good approximations far from the absorption bands of anisotropic materials [6, 7, 10, 12] .
We apply the developed system to different types of retarders such as multiple-order, zero-order and achromatic retarders. We show how their spectral characteristics allow a very simple identification of these different types of retarder designs. In all cases we determine the spectral retardance function, and we also include some interesting configurations that can be obtained by simply placing two retarders. Figure 1 shows a scheme of the optical system, including a picture in the inset. We use a quartz tungsten halogen lamp from Oriel, model 66882, with a power that can be adjusted from 10 to 250 watts. It provides white light of continuous broadband spectrum that covers the wavelength range from 400 to 1600 nm. The housing includes a fused silica condenser that can be adjusted to provide a collimated output beam with a diameter of 33 mm.
Methods
As linear polarizers (P1 and P2) we use two highquality calcite Glan-Taylor cube polarizers from Edmund Optics, covering a spectral range from 350 to 2200 nm, with a nominal extinction ratio less than 5 × 10 -6 . This kind of polarizers is required since common commercial polaroid sheets do not act properly as polarizers in the IR range. They have been mounted on rotatable mounts, so the angle of the transmission axis can be rotated continuously. The retarder to be characterized is placed in between the two polarizers. Then, the transmitted light is divided in two beams by means of a B270 Glass Polka Dot beam-splitter from Thorlabs. Again, this kind of beam-splitter is required since it operates in a wide range of wavelengths from 350 nm to 2.0 μm. These two beams are analyzed with two different spectrometers. The beam reflected by the beam-splitter is captured with a STN-F600-UVVIS-SR optical fiber that is connected to a VIS spectrometer from Stellar-Net, STN-BLK-C-SR model, which measures the spectrum in the range from 200 nm to 1080 nm with a resolution of 2 nm. The second beam is directly sent to another spectrometer from Stellar-Net, model STE-RED-WAVE-NIR-512-25, which measures the spectrum from 900 nm to 1700 nm, with a resolution of 3 nm. In this case we do not use a fiber to avoid absorption bands in the IR region. Finally, in order to avoid second-order contribution from the visible light that enters this IR spectrometer, we include a filter in front of the slit entrance, which filters the visible spectrum. The retarder is inserted between two parallel or crossed linear polarizers, with the principal c-axis oriented with a relative angle of 45°with respect the transmission axes of the polarizers. In this situation, the normalized transmission output is given by [4] :
where subindices "par" and "cros" refer to having the two polarizers parallel or crossed respectively. Here, ϕ denotes the wave-plate retardance. These relations assume ideal retarders and polarizers, where no other polarization phenomena different than linear retardance occurs. This is a reasonable approximation for linear retarders, and no additional polarimetric measurements are required. In order to normalize the experimental spectral data, the intensity of the transmitted light is measured in two ways: one first measurement with parallel polarizers, I par (λ), and a second with crossed polarizers, I cros (λ). The retarder is inserted in between the polarizers with the principal axis rotated 45°to polarizer P1. Then, data are normalized for each wavelength as:
This normalization makes the experimental data directly comparable to Eqs. (1). Again, note that this kind of normalization ignores possible spectral variations in the transmission/extinction of the analyzer, and therefore high quality polarizers must be employed. Our goal here is to measure the spectral retardance function, i.e., the function ϕ(λ) which describes the dependence of the retardance with wavelength λ. For that purpose the function ϕ(λ) that best fits the curves T par (λ) and T cros (λ) must be determined.
In fact, different types of retarders show very different spectral retardance functions [16] . Therefore, these spectral measurements are of interest to easily identify the kind of retarder. For instance, a simple retarder composed of a single layer of uniaxial plate, the retardance is given by
where k e and k o are the wavenumbers for the extraordinary and ordinary waves, n e and n o are the extraordinary and ordinary indices of refraction respectively, and d denotes the thickness of the plate. In multiple-order retarders, the thickness d is large, and the total retardance for the design wavelength is
where m is the order of the retarder, and δ denotes the modulo 2π retardance. For these multiple-order retarders, the function ϕ(λ) change very rapidly and the retarder suffers from larger retardance variations with temperature and wavelength. These variations are reduced significantly with zero-order retarders, where the retardance is directly the design value, ϕ = δ, i.e., m = 0, and consequently the function ϕ(λ) changes slowly.
In some applications it is of interest to use retarders with a retardance that does not change with wavelength. Achromatic retarders are made by placing together two retarder layers of different materials with opposite dispersion relations [17, 18] . The difference in thickness and refractive index of these two anisotropic layers can be adjusted to provide the same retardance for two separated wavelengths, and ϕ(λ) only shows a very small amount of deviation from this value in between. Alternatively, Fresnel rhombs are retarders with almost perfect wavelength independent retardance [19] , since they are not based on a material's birefringence, but on the difference in phase-shift for the s and p polarized components in a total internal reflection.
All these different types of retarders exhibit very different spectral retardance functions, that can be easily visualized in the spectrometer, as shown next.
Results and discussion
In this section we show results of the spectral retardance measured for different retarders.
Multiple-order and zero-order retarders
We start by using two different quartz quarter-wave plate (QWP) multiple order retarders, designed for wavelengths of 514 nm and 488 nm respectively. We denote them as QWP 514 and QWP 488 respectively. Figure 2 (a) and (b) show the normalized data T par (λ) for these two retarders. Blue and red points denote the data captured with the VIS and NIR spectrometers respectively.
Two features are clearly visible in these graphs: 1) A rapid oscillation as a function of wavelength is observed in both cases, and 2) a value T par = 0.5 is obtained at the design wavelengths. The rapid oscillation observed in Fig. 2(a) and (b) indicates that the retardance is experimenting a very rapid change with wavelength, as expected in a multiple-order retarder. The number of complete oscillations for QWP 488 is slightly larger than the total oscillation for QWP 514 , and the total retardance variation is around 36π radians in the covered spectral range for the two retarders. Another interesting aspect to note is that, although the design wavelength is located at the lower extreme of the measured wavelength range, the oscillatory behavior is maintained up to the other extreme at 1600 nm. This denotes that these retarders operate properly in the entire spectral range, although they are normally commercialized for a single specific designed wavelength.
We added two other curves in Fig. 2(c) and (d) . Here the two retarders are placed in between the polarizers. In Fig. 2(c) the two retarders are aligned with the fast axis in the same orientation, while in Fig. 2(d) the second one is rotated 90°with respect to the first one. Thus, in Fig. 2(c) the total retardance is the addition ϕ(λ) = ϕ 1 (λ) + ϕ 2 (λ), while in Fig. 3(d) the total retardance is the subtraction ϕ(λ) = ϕ 1 (λ)−ϕ 2 (λ). Note that the retardance addition doubles the spectral oscillation. On the contrary, when the retardances are subtracted, a very slow oscillation remains because the two retarders have small thickness difference. A retardance difference of π radians is obtained for the wavelength of 700 nm. Note that this last case mimics a zero-order retarder. And this result shows how the spectral method is a very simple technique to clearly distinguish between multiple-order and zero-order waveplates.
These results show an interesting limiting factor. Note how the amplitude of the oscillations is reduced in the low part of the spectrum. This is due to the resolution limit of the spectrometer. As the retardance varies so fast in this region, so does the spectral transmission. Therefore, the limited size of the pixel detector cannot detect this rapid oscillation, and zero and one transmission are not properly detected.
Nevertheless, these experiments can be used to fit the spectral retardance function which can then be adjusted according to a microscopic physical model, as for instance the Cauchytype series that are usually a good approximation far from the material absorption bands [20] . The experimental curves in Fig. 2(a) and (b) were thus fitted to a numerical simulation of Eq. (1) assuming a spectral dependence of ϕ(λ) as:
The first three terms correspond to a third order Cauchy approximation for the refractive indices in Eq. (2), while the Fig. 2 Normalized spectral intensity transmission T par (λ) for a Multiple-order QWP for 488 nm; b Multiple-order QWP for 514 nm; c Addition of the two QWPs; d Subtraction of the two QWPs. In all cases the continuous lines correspond to the simulation that best fits the experimental data. e Spectral retardance for the four cases derived after fitting the experimental data last term provides good results for quartz in the IR region [10] . A numerical search for the constants A, B, C, and D that minimize the difference between simulation and experimental data was performed for the two retarders. This is done by numerically evaluating the mean absolute error (MAE) between the normalized transmission experimental data and the simulated data, and seeking for the values that minimize this difference. This was programmed in Microsoft Excel and was solved with the SOLVER routine, which employs a generalized reduced gradient algorithm (https:// support.microsoft.com/en-us/kb/214115).
Since we have used two quartz waveplates from the same supplier, purchased at the same time, we can assume exactly the same retardance dispersion for the two retarders, with a simple multiplicative factor. Therefore, we have considered the retardance for QWP 514 as ϕ 514 (λ) following the relation in Eq. (5), and we have considered the retardance for QWP 488 follows a relation ϕ 488 (λ) = tϕ 514 (λ), where t is a multiplicative factor that takes into account the small amount of thickness difference between the two plates. Thus, the numerical fit consists in a single search of the A, B, C, and D constants for ϕ 514 (λ) and the constant t, that simultaneously match for the four curves in Fig. 2 . This way we obtain a more confident result than simply fitting the result for a single retarder. Figure 2(a) , (b), (c) and (d) show the simulated curves as well, revealing a very good agreement with the experimental data. The corresponding spectral retardance functions are shown in Fig. 2(e) . The spectral retardance is very similar for the two waveplates, since the thickness difference parameter is t = 0.9657.
Achromatic retarders and Fresnel rhombs
A second interesting example involves using retarders with flat spectral retardance functions. We consider here two examples: an achromatic QWP retarder from Thorlabs, model AQWP05M-600, designed for the range 400-800 nm, and a quarter-wave Fresnel rhomb also from Thorlabs, model FR600QM, designed for the range 400-1550 nm. Figure 3 shows the corresponding experimental data for the normalized intensity transmission T par . In these cases, the spectral oscillations present in the previous retarders do not appear, and the normalized transmission is approximately constant at the value T par = 0.5, as expected for a QWP. But for the achromatic retarder, this is approximately true only in the spectral range of design, while the Fresnel rhomb shows a much better flat transmission in the wide spectral range. The VIS spectral region between 450 and 800 nm, where the achromatic QWP retarder operates, has been marked in Fig. 3(a) . The two extremes of this regions shows the exact normalized transmission of 50 %, and it shows only a small variation for wavelengths in between. On the contrary, for wavelengths larger than 800 nm, the normalized transmission is slowly but progressively increasing, thus showing the deviation from the quarter-wave retardation at these wavelengths. Figure 3 (b) displays the corresponding experimental data for the Fresnel rhomb. In this case a perfect flat normalized transmission T par = 0.5 is obtained in the complete spectral range, showing the superior behavior of this retarder in providing a wavelength-independent quarter-wave retardance. Finally, Fig. 3(c) shows the derived spectral retardances ϕ ACRH (λ) and ϕ FR (λ) for the achromatic retarder and the Fresnel rhomb respectively.
Liquid-crystal tunable retarders
As a final example we consider a liquid crystal retarder (LCR). These are tunable retarders where the retarder layer is made of nematic liquid crystal, showing maximum retardance when the device is off and the liquid crystal director is aligned to the plane of the retarder. When a voltage is applied to the device electrodes, the liquid-crystal director tilts and the effective retardance is reduced.
In this work we consider a LCR device from ArcOptix [21] . Figure 4 shows the measurement for this retarder. Again, the oscillatory behavior in the normalized intensity as in Fig. 2 is observed. But the number of oscillations is much lower since the LCR is a low-order retarder. Secondary oscillations are observed in the IR range from 1400 to 1600 nm. This is due to a FabryPerot interference effect at the LC layer, as studied in Ref. [13] . For simplicity, we ignore here this secondary effect, and we will consider the retarder simpler approximation. A fit of the experimental data to the spectral retardance function in Eq. (5) was performed. The locations of the maxima and minima indicate the wavelengths for which the retardance is an integer multiple of π radians. These points are indicated in Fig. 4(b) , being ϕ = 2π for 1030 nm, ϕ = 3π for 710 nm, and ϕ = 4π for 560 nm.
However, in order to make a more precise spectral retardance fit, we combined the LCR with the QWP Fresnel rhomb. The reason for this combination is related to the fact that measurements show the maximum accuracy around quarter-wave retardance values (i.e., where the normalized transmission is 50 %) [10, 12] . The QWP Fresnel rhomb introduces an additional π/2 retardance that can be added or substracted to the LCR retardance depending on their relative orientation. In Fig. 4(a) the LCR and the Fresnel rhomb are oriented such that their retardances add, and therefore the oscillations are shifted to lower wavelengths. In Fig. 4(b) , the LCR is the only retarder in the system. Finally, in Fig. 4(c) the LCR is rotated by 90°, and therefore the retardances subtract. In this case the oscillations shift to higher wavelengths. In both cases the shift introduced by the Fresnel rhomb transforms the maxima and minima in Fig. 4(b) into points at 50 % transmittance, therefore improving the accuracy at these wavelengths. Note that an equivalent technique has been used to measure the retardance of half-wave retarders with monochromatic light [22] . Figure 4(d) shows the retardance that best simultaneously fits the three curves in Fig. 4(a), (b) and (c). Again, a spectral response given by Eq. (5) is assumed for the LCR spectral retardance ϕ LCR (λ). The Cauchy dispersion relation assumed in this equation for the refractive indices has been shown to be a good approximation for liquid-crystal materials [23, 24] . Figures 4(b) shows the theoretical curve together with the experimental data, and the agreement is excellent. Figure 4 (a) and (c) show the theoretical curves derived using Eq. (1) for ϕ LCR (λ) + ϕ FR (λ) and ϕ LCR (λ)-ϕ FR (λ) respectively, again with excellent agreement with the experimental data. The simultaneous fit of the three curves in Fig. 4 thus provides a very reliable procedure to accurately determine the LCR retardance function.
In the results in Fig. 4 , the LCR is off. But LCR devices are of interest mainly because the retardance can be controlled via an applied voltage. Normally, in parallel aligned nematic LCR devices, the maximum retardance occurs in the absence of voltage, and the application of voltage reduces the retardance due to the tilt of the liquidcrystal director [7] . Figures 5(a)-(d) show the spectral transmittance and retardance for the LCR without applied voltage, and when a 1.6 KHz square-amplitude signal with polarity inversion is applied, with peak to peak voltages Vpp = 1 V, Vpp = 1.5 V and Vpp = 2 V respectively. The first result that becomes apparent is the shift of the oscillations to the left part of the graphs (lower wavelengths) due to the reduction of the retardance. Because the peak to peak voltage can be tuned continuously, we can follow the shift of the maxima, and therefore identify where integer values of π radians are obtained, as indicated in the figures.
In Fig. 5(b) , (c) and (d), the spectral retardance was derived by fitting the experimental data to a function ϕ(V,λ) = g(V)ϕ(V = 0,λ), where ϕ(V = 0,λ) is the LCR spectral retardance without applied voltage (result in Fig. 4(d) ), and g(V) is a voltage transfer function that can take values between 1 and 0, and which allows describing the spectral retardance modulation with a single value [7] . For every voltage, the value g(V) that best fits the experimental data is retrieved, obtaining values g(V pp = 1 V) = 0.732, g(V pp = 1.5 V) = 0.467 and g(V pp = 1 V) = 0.294 respectively. Note that all cases again show a very good agreement between the experimental data and the numerically fitted curve. The evolution of the spectral retardance with voltage is given in Fig. 5(e) . Note that the retardance in Fig. 5 (c) (V pp = 2 V) is slightly less than half of the retardance in Fig. 5(a) (V pp = 0) . We will use these results in the next section.
Spectral birefringent filter
One of the interesting uses of the spectral properties of retarders is their application to build birefringent filters [25] , i.e., spectral filters based on the variations in the state of polarization for different wavelengths caused by the birefringence dispersion. They have become more interesting with the development of liquid-crystal technology since they can be tuned, and nowadays we can find commercial tunable spectral filters based on this technology [26, 27] . The successful realization of such filters depends critically on the correct characterization of the spectral retardance of the retarders used to compose the filter. Therefore, in order to confirm the validity of the previous results, this last section of the paper shows as an example the classical Lyot-Ohmann (LO) birefringent filter [28] made by combining two LCR retarders. The LO filter is generated by cascading various polarizerretarder -polarizer subsystems, where the retarder is oriented at 45°relative to the parallel polarizers, and where the retardance in each consecutive subsystem doubles that of the previous subsystem. Each polarizer -retarder -polarizer subsystem generates an oscillatory spectrum, such as those we have presented in the previous sections. A subsystem with double retardance provides a spectrum with doubled oscillations. Therefore, cascading various subsystems generates a maximum transmission only at the wavelengths where all subsystems coincide to have maximum transmission. In order to properly generate the filter, it is important that the retarders are made with the same material, to ensure that all retarders show the same type of retardance dispersion.
We have generated a LO filter by using two LCR devices as that calibrated in Fig. 5 . The system is therefore composed of a first polarizer, LCR1, a second polarizer, LCR2 and a third polarizer. The three polarizers are oriented at 45°to the vertical direction, while the LC director of the LCR devices is vertically oriented. The advantage of using LCR devices is that the LO filter can be tuned to different wavelengths [29, 30] . And if combined with other types of filters is able to provide narrowband multispectral tunable filters [31] . Figure 6 shows our experimental results for the LO filter with two stages (LCR1 and LCR2). In this case, since our LCR devices have (only approximately) the same thickness, we have to play with the applied voltage to reduce the retardance of one of them to become half the retardance of the other. In Fig. 6(a) , LCR1 is left without applied voltage (V 1 = 0), so its transmission between polarizers is that in Fig. 5(a) . The device LCR2 is then tuned to provide half the retardance, i.e., ϕ LCR1 = 2ϕ LCR2 . This is achieved by applying a voltage V 2 = 2.07 volts, thus yielding a transmission between polarizers as shown in Fig. 6(b) . We adjusted the maximum transmittance to be located at the wavelength of 565 nm, the same wavelength where there is a maximum in Fig. 6(a) . Therefore, the combination of the two elements in cascade to generate a LO filter provides a single transmission band around 565 nm, as can be seen in Fig. 6(c) . Note that the retarder with lower retardance (in this case LCR2) fixes the free spectral range of the filter (wavelength range between consecutive maxima). In this case, since the retardance of LCR2 must be reduced significantly, only one single maximum is observed in the entire wavelength range from 450 to 1600 nm, and the IR has been completely removed. This type of filter might be useful to highly remove the IR content and only transmit the visible range.
Conclusions
In summary, we have applied a classical spectral technique for measuring the retardance of linear retarders, but in a very wide spectral range from 450 to 1600 nm. For that purpose, we developed an optical system that uses two spectrometers, one for the VIS range and another for the NIR range. With this system we measured the spectral retardance function of different types of crystal retarders as well as of LCRs. The measured spectral content allows a very simple identification of the type of retarder according to its order (multiple, low or zero-order retarders). Also, the wavelength shifts of the oscillations observed in the spectral transmittance allows a simple identification of situations where the retardance increases or decreases, that can be useful with fixed retarders, and specially with variable LCRs. Fig. 6 Normalized spectral intensity transmission for the polarizer -LCR -polarizer system with: a LCR1 without applied voltage b LCR2 tuned to have half retardance than LCR1. c Normalized spectral intensity transmission of the Lyot-Ohmann filter made of the two previous systems showing a maximum transmission 565 nm
